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Grand Trine International
The Grand Trine System, Tier 2
The second level of the course is built on the
infrastructure set forth in Tier 1. Some new concepts are
introduced in Tier 2, but for the most part it is to show
how to DO what you have learned. The focus in Tier 2 is
to achieve Conscious Competence. In other words to know how to apply the tools
of second puberty, the counterfeit persona, brain dendrite patterns, and bio
electromagnetic resonance (projection), etc., to the challenges faced in daily life.
It is in Tier 2 that we first really explore the concept of the Divine Feminine and the
Divine Masculine. The topics are not approached from a theoretical or theological
prospective, but in so far as we can awaken dormant traits in our DNA and these
have real uses in daily life. Thus the title sometimes given to this course by
students is “Becoming a Sexual God.” A bold title for sure. It is an inside joke in
the Grand Trine Community. When a person is able to use energy to heal, arouse,
and change behavior patterns, one really does begin to feel like they are tapping
into the divine.
The transfer of sexual energy via resonance is called “projection”. In Tier 1
the method used is called hands on projection. It requires touch. Early in Tier 2 we
switch from Hands on projection to hands free projection. Projection without
touching. It is done using the human auric field. There is a stronger emphasis on
sex and orgasmic profiles in Tier 2. For it will be seen that the control and
clarification of the sexual energy is a key factor in health issues and psychological
issues. Some intimacy related topics covered include:
The Hands Free, Table Technique
Breast Projection/ Lingam Projection
G-spot Activation/ Prostate Activation
Expanded Sexual Response, E.S.R.
In Tier 2 we begin to explore the connections between sexual energy and
such things as money, income blocks, cell health, cell memory, brain neural
chemistry and subconscious dysfunction. While there is still a continuation of the
Tier 1 discussions around psychology, general health and relationship conflict.

Course Details
Again there are 24 main topics in Tier 2. But the Tier 2 curriculum is more
complex, and will require a longer period of time to digest and master the subject
matter. The course is accompanied by weekly assignments.
The Tier 2 Course is offered On-Line. Live/Local versions of the course are taught
in limited jurisdictions. Allow eight to ten weeks to cover the material thoroughly.
This class is open to males and females, couples and singles, all races, all
cultures, all preferences. 18 and over please.
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Course Bibliography includes two books: Awakening the Master Masculine &
Awakening the Master Feminine both by Yao N. Morris.
Course created by Master Yao: Author, Healer & Tantra Extraordinaire.
Students must provide an active e-mail address.
Contact info thegrandtrine@gmail.com

